DAF CF FAD 8 X 4

DAF Back-Up with extended warranty,

delivering added piece of mind

New extended

warranty option
For maximum piece of mind, DAF has a range of back-up solutions, designed specifically for the
CF FAD 8x4. We are so confident in this vehicle, we now offer an optional four year vehicle and
driveline warranty!
Unlimited Mileage Warranty
The cost of repairs that are identified and confirmed as a manufacturing or material defect, may be claimed
from DAF, with no charge to the customer.

A package you can rely on
Our Warranty Plus and DAF MultiSupport packages
in the following table, are the building blocks of our
full Repair and Maintenance package. Designed to
offer a tailor made service proposal that prevents
unpleasant surprises, controls your monthly costs and
provides total peace of mind.

Don’t quite have a requirement for a Full Repair and
Maintenance package? Lower levels of cover are
available to suit your needs.
It's all about supporting the best business
proposition with the best product, the best services,
and the best organisation behind it.

Warranty falls into two categories vehicle and driveline;
•

Vehicle warranty covers the complete truck as supplied by DAF Trucks

•

Driveline warranty is limited to the engine, transmission and driven axles of the vehicle

DAF Multisupport Repair and Maintenance packages for vehicles up to eight years:
Driveline
Warranty

All CF vehicles sold through DAF UK, come with the following Warranty Plus cover and two year
DAF Preventative Maintenance package as standard:

Vehicle
Warranty

Preventative
Maintenance

Compliance

XtraCare

Full Repair &
Maintenance

Driveline Repairs
Non-Driveline Repairs
Wear Repairs

Warranty Plus
Two year vehicle
Three year driveline

Takes care of all warrantable repairs on the vehicle for two years
and on the driveline for a third year, together with
associated breakdown coverage.

Regular Maintenance
Legal Inspections
DAFcheck Document Management
System
Breakdown Support through
DAFaid/ITS

Two Years
Preventative Maintenance

Takes care of all necessary planned maintenance requirements,
safety and legal inspections excluding tachograph recalibration,
MOT preparation, presentation and fees.To a maximum
mileage of 320,000 km

Roadside Recovery in the UK
for a Driveline Defect
MOT Preperation, Presentation & Fees
Tacograph Recalibration

For added piece of mind, an optional four year vehicle and driveline warranty, is available for
the CF FAD 8x4.

The CF FAD 8x4 has been designed for maximum reliability and durability. With backing by the
best dealer network in the business, it becomes the ideal package.

“One of the main reasons the DAF CF & XF series were crowned
‘International Truck of the Year 2018’ (IToY) was down to their
greatly improved driveline that delivers appreciable savings for
operators.”

“Rarely does a manufacturer make significant progress with what
is really a revamp. That extra oomph from the Multi-Torque,
coupled with the extra power means the engines are potentially
more efficient and definitely more robust.”

No rights can be derived from this publication. DAF Trucks N.V. reserves the right to change
product specifications without prior notice. Products and services comply with the
European Directives effective at the time of sale but may vary depending on the country in
which you are located. For the most recent information, contact your authorized DAF dealer.
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